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THE EFFECT OF ASSOCIATIVE DISTANCE ON THE FORMATION
OF TRANSITIVE RELATIONS

Robert G. Brown, Jr., Ph.D.
Western Michigan University, 1992
Three children, aged eight to eleven years, were
taught a series of conditional discriminations using two
classes of 26 abstract visual stimuli.

The conditional

relations were ordered such that the correct comparison
stimuli of one relation served as the sample stimuli for
the next relation.

This allowed for the formation of a

series of derived relations (both transitive and equiv
alence) that differed in terms of the number of intervening
nodes.

At regular intervals, the subjects' performances on

the different transitive relations were tested using
unreinforced probe trials.
All three subjects made virtually no errors on tran
sitive relations containing up to 11 intervening nodes.
Two of the

three

subjects began to make errors

on

transitive relations containing 12 intervening nodes, and
their performance fell to approximately chance levels on
successive transitive relations.

One subject showed no

deterioration in performance over all transitive relations
tested with up to 24 intervening nodes.

This subject also

demonstrated almost errorless performance on equivalence
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relations of up to 24 nodes.

These data confirm findings

of Fields, Adams, Verhave and Newman (1990) that the
formation of transitive and equivalence relations

is

inversely related to the number of intervening nodal
stimuli and extends these findings to non-verbal abstract
visual stimuli.

The present results also suggest that

transitive and equivalence relations using abstract visual
stimuli are more easily learned than relations formed using
visually presented nonsense syllables, and that, in the
case of one subject, mediating verbal behavior may have
improved performance on t r a n s i t i v e

and e q u i v a l e n c e

relations.
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INTRODUCTION
Since the early part of the twentieth century, psy
chologists have been studying what were originally termed
"mediated associations" in human subjects (Warren, 1921).
For example, if A, B, and C are different stimuli, linking
A and B in some manner (if A then B) and then linking B and
C in a similar manner (if B then C) leads to the linking of
A and C (if A then C) without explicit training in the AC
relation.
Jenkins

Peters

(1935), and later

Goss

(1961)

and

(1963), used stimuli in the form of nonsense

syllables in their studies of mediated associate learning.
Jenkins used a group design in which one group received
training in AB and BC pairings and then was taught the AC
relation, while a control group was taught the AC relation
only.

The rates of acquisition of the AC relation by the

experimental and control groups were compared and more
rapid acquisition of the AC relation by the experimental
group was observed.
These early experiments were conducted to investigate a
hypothesized

internal mechanism responsible for the ob

served behavior variously termed "mediated transfer,"
"mediated association," or "mediated generalization."

La

ter investigations of this phenomenon using conditional

1
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discrimination procedures and single subject designs sought
to discover the procedures responsible for establishing
control of this type of behavior by a specific set of
stimulus relations without appealing to any unobservable
linking mechanisms (e.g., Sidman, 1971;

Sidman & Cresson,

1973; Sidman, Cresson & Willson-Morris, 1974; Spradlin &
Dixon, 1976; Lazar, 1977; Sidman et al., 1982; Sidman &
Tailby, 1984).

Sidman and Tailby (1984) proposed using the

mathematical term "transitivity" to describe this type of
performance.

Transitivity, with reflexivity (generalized

identity matching) and symmetry (functional reversal of
sample and c o m p a r i s o n

stimuli in conditional d i s 

criminations) comprise the three necessary elements of the
phenomenon defined as stimulus equivalence by Sidman and
Tailby (1984).
Transitive performances have been conditioned in a
variety of experiments investigating transitivity and
stimulus equivalence in diverse

human and

nonhuman

populations using a wide range of natural language and
abstract stimuli in different modalities.

Subjects demon

strating transitive performances have included normal
adults and children (Lazar, 1977; Sidman et al., 1982),
retarded individuals and global aphasics (Dixon & Spradlin,
1976;

Glass, Gazzaniga, & Premack,

Sidman, 1971;

1973; Lazar,

1977;

Sidman et al., 1974), primates (Premack,
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1976;
Sidman

D'Amato et al., 1985), and pigeons (Kendall, 1983).
(1971) and Sidman and Cressson (1973) studied

conditioned transitive performance using a crossmodal
procedure in which human subjects were taught to match
auditory stimuli

(spoken names) with visual stimuli

(pictures of objects).

Spradlin and Dixon

(1976) e s 

tablished transitive performances in humans

using

crossmodal procedure with visual abstract shapes
auditory nonsense syllables as stimuli.

a

and

Lazar, Davis-Lang

and Sanchez (1984) employed an unimodal procedure using
abstract visual stimuli to generate transitive performances
in humans.
Fields and Verhave (1987) noted that several studies
have investigated the effects of functional parameters on
the establishment of transitive and equivalence relations:
Sidman and Tailby (1984) showed that gradual thinning and
eventual elimination of reinforcement of responding during
training phases enhanced the rate of emergence of control
by transitive and equivalence relations;

Sidman et al.

(1982) showed that the sequence in which new stimuli are
introduced during training and the order in which different
transitive and equivalence relations are introduced during
testing can affect performance on transitive and equiva
lence relations during testing; Mcllvane and Stoddard
(1981) showed that classes can be formed by introducing new
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negative stimuli and that the negative comparisons can form
equivalence classes by "exclusion."
In addition to functional parameters, Fields, Verhave
and Fath (1984) and Fields and Verhave (1987) noted several
"structural" parameters of equivalence classes that might
affect the emergence of transitive performances and the
formation of equivalence classes.

Fields and Verhave

(1987) describe these structural parameters as "the logical
organization of stimuli within an equivalence class" and
are "(a) defined in terms of a single presentation of a
stimulus pair, (b) constant for every presentation, and (c)
atemporal" (p 320).

The structural parameters identified

by Fields et al. (1984) and Fields and Verhave (1987) are
(a) class size, (b) directionality of training, (c) number
of "nodal" stimuli and,
stimuli.

(d) distribution of "single"

Class size refers to the number of stimuli in a

class of equivalent stimuli.

It determines the number of

derivative relations and limits all other parameters of an
equivalence class.

Fields et al. (1984) note that class

size limits the number of derived equivalent relations.

A

class of N stimuli can produce a maximum of {(N-2)(N-l)}
derived equivalent relations.
Directionality of training refers to the relationship
between the stimuli in training of a two term relation.

A

pair of stimuli (e.g., A, B) in a conditional relation can
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be linked in two ways.

A can be used as the sample (Sa)

and B as the correct comparison (Co+), or B can be the Sa
and A the Co+.

If either of these two procedures is used

exclusively, then training is said to be unidirectional; if
both training configurations are employed the training
procedure is bidirectional.

A "nodal" stimulus or "node"

is "a stimulus in a class that is linked directly through
training to at least two other stimuli," while a "single"
is "a stimulus that is linked directly through training to
only one other stimulus" (Fields & Verhave, 198 7, p.320).
Spradlin and Dixon (1976) and Lazar (1977) showed that when
training with the minimum number of stimulus pairings does
not generate transitive and equivalence performances,
additional bidirectional training and training in some of
the possible transitive relations can lead to the emergence
of untrained transitive and equivalence performances.
Saunders, Wachter, and Spradlin (1988) demonstrated that
training involving single-sample, multiple-comparison pro
cedures may not be as effective as multiple-sample, single
comparison procedures in generating equivalence classes.
Fields and Verhave (1987) used the term "associative
distance" to refer to the number of intervening nodes that
separate the stimuli in a transitive or equivalence re
lation.

They hypothesized that the control exerted by

transitive relations would be

i nversely

re l a t e d

to
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associative distance and cited partial evidence in studies
conducted by Lazar et al. (1984),

Sidman et al. (1985),

and D'Amato and Colombe (1986) that supported this hy
pothesis.

However, these experiments were not explicitly

designed to assess the effect of associative distance on
the formation of transitive relations.

Saunders, Wachter,

and Spradlin (1988) did include an examination of any
difference in the performance of subjects on one and twonode equivalence relations in an experiment designed to
investigate auditory stimulus control over an eight-member
equivalence class.

Their results showed that, for one

subject out of five tested, the proportion of derivative
relations that exerted a high criterion level of control
was slightly higher for relations containing one node than
for relations containing two nodes.

Fields et al. (1990)

did conduct experiments designed to measure directly how
the number of intervening nodes in transitive
equivalence

and

relations influences the degree of stimulus

control exerted by those relations.

Using three letter

nonsense syllables as stimuli, they taught female college
students a series of conditional relations that could lead
to the establishment of one and two-node transitive and
equivalence relations.

After the subjects had learned

these relations and reinforcement was faded out,

the

subjects were tested on the untrained transitive and
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equivalence relations using a probe trial procedure.

The

results of the probe tests showed that most subjects made
more errors on probes of the two-node relations than on the
one-node relations.
To date, no convincing experimental evidence has been
presented to support the hypothesis of Fields and Verhave
(1987) that the formation of transitive and equivalence
relations is inversely related to the number of intervening
nodes in training procedures using abstract visual stimuli.
Since the use of visually presented nonsense syllables like
those used by Fields et al.

(1990) is more usually as

sociated with the earlier mediated transfer experiments,
the present experiment was designed to assess directly the
effect of the number of intervening nodal stimuli on the
formation of transitive relations using abstract visual
stimuli of the sort regularly used in later studies of
stimulus equivalence (e.g., Spradlin & Dixon, 1976; Stromer
and Osborne,

1982; Wetherby, Karlan, & Spradlin,

Lazar et al.,

1984; Devany,

Hayes, and Nelson,

1983;
1986;

Saunders et a l , 1988). The present experiment also in
vestigated the effect of the location of singles and the
absence of singles in derived relations on the performance
of one subject.
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METHOD
Subjects
The subjects were E., an eight-year-old female, W., a
ten-year-old male, and P.,

an e l e v e n - y e a r - o l d male

recruited from children living in the experimenter's
neighborhood. The children were paid one dollar after each
experimental session.

Payment did not depend on the sub

ject's performance in the session.

Subjects participated

in two to four sessions per week over the course of one to
four weeks.

Sessions lasted from 0.5 to 1.5 hours.
Apparatus

The experiment was conducted in a University psychology
laboratory using an Apple Macintosh (Cupertino, CA) Ilsi®
computer with a 13-inch color monitor and mouse input
device.

The subject sat facing the monitor with the mouse

at hand.

All stimuli were presented on the monitor and all

responses involved mouse clicks on the various stimuli.
The experiment was conducted using HyperCard® software
(Apple Computer, 1991) that had been programmed to present
the stimuli as black and white line drawings and auto
matically record responses. The stimuli consisted of two
sets of 26 abstract visual stimuli for a total of 52
different stimuli.

Each stimulus was presented in a square
8
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box measuring 3.75 cm. per side.

Clicking anywhere in the

box triggered the appropriate consequences associated with
the stimulus contained in the box.

The stimuli used in the

experiment are shown in appendix A.

Each stimulus is

represented by a combination of a letter and a number in
which the number designates class membership and a letter
designates a unique stimulus in a given class.
Procedure
Instructions
At the start of the experiment, each subject was shown
how to move the pointer on the computer screen using a
mouse device and how to select an object by clicking the
mouse button.

For the training phase of the experiment,

the subject was then given spoken instructions similar to
the following:
This is a matching game. You will be shown a shape
on the computer screen. Click on that shape. Then
two more shapes will appear beneath that shape.
Your job is to figure out which of the shapes
underneath goes with the one on top. Click on the
one you think goes with the one on top. If you are
right, the computer will beep three times, if you
are wrong the screen will go black for a little
while. When you are done with one group of shapes,
a new shape will appear. Keep going until the word
"Stop" appears on the screen. If you get tired you
can take a break but please try to keep going until
you get to "Stop."
Subjects were given a few practice trials to learn to use
the mouse.
Before blocks of training and test trials that produced
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no feedback subjects were told, "In this next part, the
computer won't beep when you are right or go black when you
are wrong.

It will just move on to the next task.

Keep

trying to match the shapes with the right ones." If the
subject asked a guestion about which stimulus to select or
whether he or she had made the right choice, the ex
perimenter replied,

"I can't tell you, do the best you

can."
Trial Structure
Training and testing was done on a trial by trial
basis.

A trial began by presenting the sample stimulus in

the top center of the screen.

A mouse click on the sample

stimulus produced two comparison stimuli slightly below and
to the left and right of the sample.

During training, a

mouse click on the correct comparison (a stimulus belonging
to the same class as the sample) produced three computer
generated beeps after which a new sample stimulus was
presented; a click on the incorrect comparison (a stimulus
from the other class) caused the screen to go black for
three seconds after which time the same sample and
comparisons reappeared and the subject was allowed to try
again.

For unreinforced blocks of trials, mouse clicks to

either the correct or incorrect comparison erased the
screen and started the next trial.

Mouse clicks to any

other part of the screen had no programmed consequences.
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Training
Training in conditional relations of successive stimuli
(e.g., AB, BC, CD, DE, etc.) was conducted in blocks of ten
trials with five trials each of class 1 and 2 stimuli.
Correct comparisons from both classes were balanced such
that they occurred an equal number of times on the right
and left; trials were presented in random order with the
condition that the same sample stimulus did not appear more
that two times in a row. Blocks containing trials from all
previously trained conditional relations

(mixed trial

blocks) ranging from 20 to 100 trials were periodically
inserted into the procedure.

In order to control for

possible valency effects, comparison stimuli were used an
equal number of times as correct and incorrect stimuli in
all reinforced trials. Prior to each block of test trials,
each subject completed a block of from 20 to 100 un
reinforced mixed trials.
Subjects were required to achieve a minimum of 90%
correct in a block of trials before moving to the next
conditional relation.

In addition, on blocks of reinforced

and unreinforced mixed trials, subjects who made more than
one error in a particular relation were given an additional
training block in that relation.
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Testing
After training of a sequence of two or more conditional
relations, untrained transitive relations could have been
learned by the subjects.
conditional

Depending on the number of

relations the subjects learned, these tran

sitive relations could differ as to the number of inter
vening nodes or associative distance.

If a subject were

taught all successive relations of the 26 stimuli used in
this experiment, AB, B C , CD,

... YZ, then the number of

intervening nodes of possible transitive relations ranges
from one (AC) to twenty-four (AZ). Testing of transitive
relations was conducted using blocks of unreinforced mixed
trials interspersed with unreinforced probe trials.
The probe trials consisted of either stimulus Al or A2
as the sample stimulus with comparison stimuli consisting
of one correct stimulus from the appropriate class and an
incorrect stimulus chosen at random from the other class.
Correct comparisons for probe trials were presented once
each on the right and left for each stimulus.

Thus, for a

given transitive distance, there were four trials in a
block.

For example,

for the AC relation

(number of

intervening nodes = 1), when the sample was Al the correct
comparison, Cl, appeared once on the left and once on the
right, and when the sample was A2, correct comparison, C2,
appeared once on the left and once on the right.

In order
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to increase variability, a test block was repeated if any
errors were made on probe trials.

Test blocks contained

from 24 to 140 trials depending on the number of transitive
relations being tested.

The proportion of probe trials to

total trials in each test block ranged from 15 to 40%.
Subjects were trained on successive conditional re
lations and tested on untrained transitive relations until
the percentage of correct responses on probe trials fell to
50% or lower for three consecutive transitive relations or,
for one subject, until all 25 conditional relations in each
class were learned.

Performance on trained trials

contained in the testing blocks was also measured.

If a

subject scored below 90% on these pre-viously trained
conditional relations, he or she was given 10 additional
reinforced trials on those relations in which the errors
occurred and then retested.
All subjects received three sets of test trials.

Block

one occurred after subjects completed training in the
conditional relation GH and tested the trained conditional
relations AB, BC, CD, DE, EF, FG, and GH as well as the
untrained transitive relations A C (1), AD(2), A E (3), AF(4),
AG(5), and AH(6) (numbers in parentheses indicate number of
intervening nodes).

Block two occurred after subjects had

completed training in the LM relation and measured per
formance on all the trained relations AB through LM as well
as performance on the transitive relations A C (1), A D (2),

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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AE(3), A F (4 ), A G (5 ), AH(6), A l (7), AJ(8), AK(9), AL(10),
and AM(ll).

The third test block occurred after training

on the QR relation and measured performance on trained
relations AB,

. . .,QR and transitive relations AC(1),

A G (5), AL(10), AN(12), A0(13), AP(14), AQ(15), and AR(16).
Subject W. received a fourth and fifth test block.

Test

block four occurred after UV training and measured
performance on trained relations AB, . . .,UV and untrained
transitive relations AD(2), AH(6), AN(12), AR(16), AS(17),
A T (18), AU(19), and AV(20).

Test block five was given

after all conditional relations AB, . . .,YZ were trained,
and tested trained relations AB, . . .,YZ and transitive
relations AG(5), AL(10), AQ(15), AV(20), AW(21), AX(22),
AY(23), and AZ(24). As Subject W. made no errors on any
probe trials of transitive relations, he was given an
additional set of test trials.
One block measured equivalence relations of different
associative differences interspersed with
lations.

tra i n e d

re

In the equivalence relation trials, Al or A2 was

the correct comparison, and sample stimuli consisted of
stimuli from the corresponding class separated by various
numbers of intervening nodes.

Equivalence relations tested

were CA(1), GA(5), LA(10), NA(12), 0A(13), PA(14), QA(15),
R A (16), SA(17) , T A (18), UA(19), V A (20), WA(21), XA(22),
YA(23), and ZA(24).

Because Subject W. made a maximum of

one error on any of these equivalence probe trials and
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because in these trials either the sample or the correct
comparison stimulus was a single (a stimulus linked to only
one other stimulus), a final block of trials was given to
Subject W. to assess performance on equivalence trials in
which both the sample and comparison stimuli were nodes.
In this block of trials, probes of the 0K(3), NH(5), LD(7),
TI(10), Q D (12), UE(15), UB(18), WB(20), YC(21), and YB(22)
relation were interspersed with trained relations.
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RESULTS
Training Trials
All three subjects had little difficulty in learning
all the conditional relations they were taught. Table 1
shows performance during training for each subject on each
conditional relation during training.

For most relations,

the 90 percent criterion was reached in the first block of
trials and no more than two blocks of trials was required
by any subject to master any conditional relation.

Correct

response rates of 90% and above were maintained on all
mixed trials both with and without reinforcement except
that subject E. required two blocks of mixed trials with
reinforcement on the AB,

. . .,QR range of conditional

relations to meet the 90% criterion.
Transitivity Probe Trials
Table 2 shows the percent correct on probe trials of
transitive relations for all subjects.

All three subjects

learned transitive relations containing up to 11 inter
ve n i n g

nodes

as e v i d e n c e d

by their

near errorless

performance on probe trials of the transitive relations AC
through AM (Subject P. made one error on an AI trial).

16
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Table 1
Percent Correct on Training Trial Blocks

Conditional
relation
AB
BC
CD
DE
EF
FG
GH
AB...GH mix
AB...GH no reinforcement
HI 1
HI 2
IJ 1
IJ 2
JK 1
JK 2
KL 1
LM 1
AB...LM mix
AB...LM no reinforcement
MN 1
NO 1
NO 2
OP 1
PQ 1
QR 1
QR 2
AB...QR mix 1
AB...QR mix 2
AB...QR no reinforcement
RS
ST
TU
UV
AB...UV mix
AB...UV no reinforcement
vw
wx
XY
YZ
AB...YZ mix
AB...YZ no reinforcement

Subject E
100
100
100
100
90
90
100
97
100
80
100
80
100
90
90
90
98
90
80
100
90
90
70
100
83
94
91

Subject P

Subject W

100
100
100
100
100
90
100
100
100
90

100
90
100
90
90
90
100
100
97
100

70
100
80
100
100
100
91
91
100
100

100

100
100
100
96
90
100

100
90
100

100
90
100

93

96

90

97
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
99
100

100
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Table 2
Percent Correct on Probe Trials

Transitive
relation
AC
AD
AE
AF
AG
AH
AI
AJ
AK
AL
AM
AN
AO
AP
AQ
AR
AS
AT
AU
AV
AW
AX
AY
AZ

Subject E.
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
25
75
50
50
25

Subject P.
100
100
100
100
100
100
88
100
100
100
100
63*
50*
50*
50*
50*

Subject W.
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

* Second block probe trial scores. First test block probe
scores were 25, 50, 50, 50, and 25 percent, however subject
scored 82 percent on trained relations. Subject received
additional training on those conditional relations in which
errors occurred and was given a second probe trial test
block.

Subjects E. and P. both began to make repeated errors
on the AN relation with 12 intervening nodes and their
performance dropped to near chance levels on the following
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four transitive relations.

Performance improved somewhat

for subject E. on the AO relation but dropped off to 50% or
less on the next three transitive relations.

Performance

on trained relations, as measured by percent correct on
trials of trained relations mixed in with the probe trials
remained above 90% on all test blocks for subject E. For
subject P., however, performance on trained relations
during the last test block fell to 82% while performance on
the transitive relations AN, AO, AP, AQ, and AR was 25, 50,
50, 50 and 25% correct, respectively.

Subject P. was then

given ten additional reinforced trials each on those
trained relations he missed in the test block before a
second probe trial test block was administered.

The second

administration of this test trial block yielded AN, AO, AP,
AQ, and AR performances of 63, 50, 50, 50, and 50% correct,
respectively.
Subject W. made no errors on all transitive relations
through transitive relation AR with 16 intervening nodes.
This subject was given subseguent training on conditional
relations RS, ST, TU, UV, VW, WX, XY, and YZ and tested on
the eight additional transitive relations he could have
learned as a result of this additional training, AS, AT,
AU, AV, AW, AX, AY, and A Z .
these relations.

No errors were recorded on

Subject W. had learned transitive

relations containing up to 24 intervening nodes.
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Equivalence Probe Trials
At this point additional probe trials were administered
to see if these transitive relations acquired by Subject W.
were also equivalence relations and if associative distance
might have a differential effect on the formation of
equivalence relations.

Table 3 shows the performance of

Subject W. on equivalence relations of various associative
distances from 1 to 24.

Subject W. made no more than one

error on any of the tested relations and made no errors on
11 of the 16 relations.
Since in all previous probe trials either the sample or
the correct comparison stimulus had been a single (either
an A or a Z stimulus), a final probe trial block was used
to determine whether Subject W.'s performance would be
disrupted by using nodal stimuli as both sample and
comparison stimuli.

Nine equivalence relations using nodal

stimuli with associative distances ranging from 3 to 22
intervening stimuli were interspersed among the trained
relations in this last test block.

The subject made no

errors on any of these equivalence relations.

Subject W.'s

performance on the trained conditional relation trials
contained in the test blocks was over 90% on all blocks of
test trials.
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Table 3
Percent Correct on Equivalence Trials for Subject W.

Equivalence relations
with one single
CA(1)
GA( 5)
L A (10)
N A (12)
O A (13)
PA(14)
Q A (15)
RA(16)
SA(17)
T A (18)
U A (19)
V A (20)
W A (21)
XA (22)
YA(23)
ZA(24)

Percent Correct

100
100
100
100
100
88
88
88
100
100
100
100
100
88
100
88

Equivalence relations
with no singles
OK (3)
NH (5)
LD (7 )
TI(10)
Q D (12)
U E (15)
U B (18)
W B (20)
YC (22)

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
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DISCUSSION
These results lend support to the associative distance
effect postulated by Fields et al. (1984) and Fields and
Verhave (1987).

They also confirm previous findings of

Fields et al. (1990) and extend those findings to visual
abstract stimuli of the type more commonly used in stimulus
equivalence experiments.

One major difference between the

results of this study and those of previous studies is the
magnitude of the difference between the number

of

intervening nodes found to generate differences in per
formance on derivative relations.

Fields et a l . (1990)

found differences in performance between transitive
relations containing one and two intervening nodes while
the present study found that, in those subjects where nodal
differences did differentially affect performances, those
effects only showed up in transitive relations containing
12 or more intervening nodes. One subject showed no
difference in performance between one-node transitive
relations and 24-node transitive relations.

For those

subjects who did show differential performance,
differences were substantial.

the

Rates of selecting the

correct comparison quickly fell to 50% or below.
One possible explanation of the difference between

22
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subjects' performances in Fields et al.

(1990) and the

present experiment may be related to the type of stimuli
used in the two different experiments.

Most experimenters

in the field of stimulus equivalence use abstract visual
stimuli in the form of line drawings or spoken nonsense
syllables in an attempt to insure that stimulus classes are
defined solely within the context of the experimental
procedure (cf. Lazar et al., 1984; Wetherby et al., 1983;
and Sidman & Tailby, 1982).

Fields et al. (1990), however,

used written three letter nonsense syllables as stimuli.
The use of the English alphabet, and the fact that all
stimuli consisted of an initial consonant followed by a
vowel and a second c onsonant

and were thus

easily

pronounceable, likely generated a previously established
response in the subjects that may have had a confounding
effect on the subjects' performances.
For example, one of the stimuli in class 1 was the
syllable GEQ, while one of the stimuli in class 2 was GUQ.
It may be reasonable to assume that,

since these two

stimuli from different classes differed by only one letter,
the tendency to select one in the presence of the other (an
incorrect response under any experimental condition) may
have existed in some strength in the subjects prior to any
training. A comparison of the number of reinforced trials
required to learn the conditional discriminations trained
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in each experiment show that, on the average, it took more
trials for subjects to learn the trained relations in the
Fields et al. experiment than in the present one.

This may

indicate that other preexisting sources of stimulus control
were at work in the Fields et al. procedure during training
and that these also may have had an effect during testing.
In light of the findings of previous experiments that
showed differences in performance between one and two-node
derivative relations, Subject W.'s errorless performance on
all transitive relations containing from 2 to 24 nodes may
be considered surprising.

While it seems unreasonable to

assume that a subject could learn an indefinite number of
derived relations containing an unlimited number of
intervening nodes, the present experiment uncovered no
evidence of deterioration in this subject's performance up
to the arbitrary cut-off point of 24 intervening nodes.
An additional issue frequently addressed in experiments
on derived relations is the role that language and some
type of naming behavior may play in the formation of
transitive and equivalence relations.

Devany, Hayes, and

Nelson, (1986) and Sidman et al. (1982) have suggested that
subjects must be "language-able" to be capable of forming
equivalence classes.

Fields et al.

(1990) contend, how

ever, that their data indicate a verbal mediation account
of the performance of their subjects is not viable.
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In an attempt to assess the role of verbal mediating
behavior in the present experiment, all subjects were
praised for their work and asked, "How did you know which
pictures went with which?" at the conclusion of the
experiment. Neither Subject E. nor Subject P. responded in
a way that indicated any consistent naming behavior.
Subject W . , however, replied that as new stimuli were
introduced, he classified them as either "line things" or
"circle things" and that he was aware that there were two
separate classes of stimuli. When the experimenter pointed
out that both sets of stimuli contained objects made up of
lines and circles, Subject W. indicated that he was aware
of that and he had selected those names based only on the
first few stimuli he had encountered in each class.

The

experimenter then presented Subject W. with several ran
domly selected stimuli from both classes and asked the
subject to name them.

Subject W. correctly classified all

stimuli as class 1 ("line things") or class 2 ("circle
things").

This finding suggests that while a verbal

mediating response may not be a prerequisite to transitive
or equivalence responding, it is possible that such a
response may improve performance on derived relations.
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Class 1 Stimuli
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Class 2 Stimuli
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W estern M

Date:

April 17, 1991

To:

Robert 6. Brown, Jr.

ic h ig a n

/VlA^Z

From: Mary Anne Bunda, Chair
Re:

HSIRB Project Number 91 -04-01

U n iv e r s it y

C

This letter w ill serve as confirmation that your research protocol, "The Effect of Associative
Distance on the Formation of Transitive Relations," has been approved after full review by
the HSIRB. The conditions and duration of this approval are specified in the Policies of
Western Michigan University. You may now begin to implement the research as described in
the approval application.
You must seek reapproval for any change in this design. You must also seek reapproval if
the project extends beyond the termination date.
The Board wishes you success in the pursuit of your research goals.
xc:

Roger Ulrich. Psychology

Approval Termination:

April 17, 1992
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